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Abstract
A process was developed to identify potential defects in previous layers of Selective
Laser Melting (SLM) Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) 3D printed metal parts using a mid-
IR thermal camera to track infrared 3.8-4 µm band emission over time as the part
cooled to ambient temperature. Efforts focused on identifying anomalies in thermal
conduction. To simplify the approach and reduce the need for significant computation,
no attempts were made to calibrate measured intensity, extract surface temperature,
apply machine learning, or compare measured cool-down behavior to computer model
predictions. Raw intensity cool-down curves were fit to a simplified functional form
designed to approximate the behavior of radiative, conductive, and convective heat
transfer, yielding a conductivity parameter. This parameter was able to identify
minor changes, less than twenty five percent, in the thickness of a single layer of
the walls of single-pass, thin-wall structures and the presence of underlying unfused
powder. Small voids were not produced in the test prints analyzed here. The thermal
signature of underlying fusion defects, as measured by the conductivity parameter, is
clearly present for many layers. This method was shown to be effective in detecting
changes in conductivity of the material which represents a large portion of the defects
commonly found in SLM additive manufacturing.
iv
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CONDUCTION MAPPING FOR QUALITY CONTROL OF LASER POWDER
BED FUSION ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
I. Introduction
The demand for Additive Manufacturing (AM) from industry and defense has only
risen since the advent of the technology in the early 2000s. This manufacturing process
is poised to be a disruptive technological development due to capabilities unique to
AM which have not been achievable by traditional manufacturing methods.
AM is the process where by building a product layer by layer, the customer
can design and manufacture complex and previously unachievable structures at will.
Powder-Bed Fusion (PBF) is the AM technique where a layer of metal powder is
deposited and portions of the powder melted into solid parts, then the powder-bed
is lowered and reset with new powder on top of the printed layer. Laser powder-
bed Fusion (LPBF) is the PBF-AM process by which a laser selectively melts metal
powder into solid components. The implications of LPBF-AM are numerous and di-
verse. LPBF-AM allows for the production of metallic components from a number
of potential feed stocks including high temperature nickel based super-alloys, steels,
aluminum alloys, and many more. There are a number of metal stocks which are be-
ing investigated and many needs for a metallic components can be satisfied through
LPBF-AM in theory. By building layer-wise, the internal portions of the component
can be built with dramatically greater complexity. Lastly, due to the separate con-
struction of each part, the individual products can be one-off designs or have minor
variations without increasing the expense significantly, allowing for rapid innovation
and development cycles.
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1.1 Attraction of Additive Manufacturing
The process has numerous advantages, even for parts which were previously man-
ufactured by other methods. Some of the benefits of LPBF-AM include modular
design, rapid return, onsite production, independence from the manufacturer, and
the ability to construct intricate structures. The product can be redesigned between
iterations trivially when dealing with AM. The part can be designed, constructed,
and tested in a matter of days. Any part can be produced anywhere as long as the
necessary feed stock is available. Being able to construct the part on site and on
demand reduces the necessity to wait on a third party, allowing for greater indepen-
dence and freedom. Finally, the last advantage which has peaked the interest of many
customers in defense and industry is the construction of filigree structures which allow
for lighter internal geometries for an application. There is no necessity for machining
tools to be able to reach the region for it to be complexly designed as the part is
being built via AM. All of these advantages have increasingly attracted the attention
of customers and researchers [1].
The medical industry has extensive interest in AM. Due to its unique demands
and deep pockets, a number of research groups have investigated bio-compatible met-
als and designs that could replace traditional medical implants. A large area of study
has been in joint replacements. Modern joint replacements use mass-produced com-
ponents with very little personalization to the implants used. AM allows for each
replacement to be produced matching the exact needs of the patient. Additionally,
AM has been investigated to produce minute holes and internal cavities as a means of
producing drug delivery mechanisms that are integrated into the component and to
make the replacement lighter. The drug delivery is especially helpful for antibiotics so
that the flesh surrounding the replacement is locally dosed where the risk of infection
is highest [2].
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The Navy has recently begun to investigate AM for fleet maintenance. One benefit
is for unique aging vessels where there is no active contract for replacement compo-
nents. The lifespan of these vessels could be extended by producing components on
demand. Additionally, currently repair crews must carry spare parts to make repairs
while the ship is underway and can be stranded if a critical component unexpectedly
breaks. The use of AM would allow for a crew to produce replacement components
for any part that breaks as long as the feed powder stock is available. This would re-
duce costs dramatically in cases where the ship would otherwise require resupply and
could even reduce the cargo space needed to be dedicated to commonly replaced com-
ponents. The only requirement would be a printer and the necessary raw materials
[3].
One field which benefits greatly from AM is research and development especially
for prototype modeling and production. Creating scale models has historically re-
quired dedicated machine shops producing unique components for testing that ulti-
mately may be used one or two times before being redesigned. LPBF-AM provides
rapid production of components that can effectively run around the clock. This man-
ufacturing method avoids any confusion on the part of the machinist as the printer
will produce exactly what the computer is coded to produce. This does not com-
pletely remove the necessity for a machine shop, but it does dramatically reduce the
workload and machining complexity. Additionally, this is the only way experimental
designs utilizing the unique capabilities of LPBF-AM can be produced and tested.
For this reason, even beyond the dedicated research of AM, LPBF printers are ideal
for machine shop support of academic and research environments.
AM has been championed by the aerospace industry in recent years. This has led
to a number of alloys being repurposed or developed for AM use that can survive the
demanding aerospace environment. Many of these are the nickle based super-alloys
3
because of their prior use in welding, a mechanistically similar process to LPBF. The
interest from aerospace is because, compared to other industries, they are constantly
trying to make their components lighter, more complex, and smaller. The lighter,
smaller, more complex assemblies are more critical in aerospace because the engi-
neering is performed at the edge of what is possible. The slightest competitive edge
can dramatically increase performance. Partially hollow components and complex
internal geometry allows for many of these properties to be maximized. Creating
internal supports can allow for the part to be partially hollow not unlike the bones of
birds. Intricate heat exchangers can be designed which maximize the surface area of
walls separating two flows without allowing them to mix. This maximization requires
highly complex geometry with small channels and thin walls. The design of these
heat exchangers provided much of the guidance in designing our investigation [4].
1.2 Challenges to Additive Manufacturing
Despite the unique capabilities of AM and its potential to revolutionize the man-
ufacturing process, there are a number of challenges that limit its wide spread appli-
cation. LPBF-AM printers are relatively expensive, is difficult to scale up, limited in
currently available feed-stock, produces unusual and potentially detrimental micro-
structural anomalies, and presents additional risks not seen in other manufacturing.
These challenges are some of the reasons why it has taken years for AM processes to
be adopted into regular use, and even then, only in niche industries. Additionally,
there are concerns that AM parts will not be produced to the same fidelity or con-
sistency as traditionally manufactured components. There are a number of research
groups seeking to tackle these challenges and major developments have been made in
recent years [1].
The issue of cost is two fold. The initial startup cost is very high since the printers
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are still being produced on smaller scales to satisfy the requirements of researchers and
small orders from industry. As the technology progresses and becomes more common,
it is expected that the per unit cost to purchase would likely decrease. This change has
already occurred for plastic AM printers making them a normal household purchase.
However, precision optics, high power laser, and large mechanical components are
unlikely to change price quickly. Operating costs are also very expensive, the largest
being the fine metal powder which is often manufactured from scrap of traditional
milling. Although this could also be reduced by larger scale production, the process of
producing micron level particles is time-consuming and increasingly explosive as the
size reduces. Again, this process would likely be slightly cheapened by the increase in
scale, but similarly has a great deal of inherent cost that cannot be avoided without
significant innovation in powder production processes.
The production by AM is advantageous for unique components, but the single
unit production method is a challenge for scalability. The production cost is more
linear than traditional manufacturing where the cost per unit drops dramatically,
often called economies of scale. The most effective way to scale AM production is
to add more printers, with the cost challenges mentioned previously. This challenge
could be approached through total redesign of the printer or print design to produce
multiple parts, but regardless, this issue will need to be addressed [5].
The limitation of feed-stocks is one challenge that is constantly being addressed.
The issue is that not all metals can be melted into solid components by LPBF due to
their thermo-mechanical properties and solidification behavior. Some metals which
were originally found to be effective for this treatment were welding alloys, but this
greatly restricted the applications. Welding alloys were limited, but applicable due
to the similarity in physical process. For welding metals, the material is added to
the already solid metal components, heated to melting, and cooled to solid material
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adhering to both parts. These are the same basic steps and similar conditions to in
LPBF. Over time, more alloys have been developed to allow for niche applications
such as bio-compatibility or thermal stability. The development of feed-stocks is chal-
lenging due to the rigorous testing needed to quantify new material’s properties, so
it is often done on a case by case basis when a new capability is required. Alloys for
normally welded systems like traditional aircraft or automobiles exist, but more spe-
cialized alloys that are high temperature stable, bio-compatible, or otherwise unusual
must be developed on a case by case basis [6].
For certain applications, LPBF can be detrimental because the micro-structure is
significantly different than previous manufacturing methods. The lower layers act as
nucleation sites for the solidifying metal and results in vertical columnar grain struc-
tures that affect mechanical properties. This grain structure can be recrystallized via
later heat treatments if necessary to a degree, but it can also be utilized as a beneficial
morphology for applications that are asymmetrical in their loading. This particular
micro-structure cannot be completely avoided and does inherently restrict some ap-
plications. However as mentioned, efforts are being made to develop recrystallization
procedures that change the micro-structure [7].
One of the most significant challenges to LPBF is that it is inherently dangerous
mostly due to the feed-stock powder. The extremely small particles pose a significant
respiratory hazard, and can rapidly oxidize and combust if exposed to an oxygen rich
atmosphere. The respiratory hazard is mitigated by performing all of the maintenance
and refilling of the printer wearing proper protective equipment. The combustibility
is prevented by keeping the powder under an inert atmosphere during transport and
printing. These dangers are different than those presented by other manufacturing
methods and it requires specialized facilities to operate that limit the adoption of this
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method. Ultimately, this also increases cost, but the benefit can certainly outweigh
the cost.
The final major limitation on LPBF is ensuring part quality at least equivalent to
existing manufactured components. This can be done in a number of ways through
destructive or non-destructive analysis methods. Some of the approaches are the
same or similar to assessments made on other components. However, the best means
of ensuring fidelity for LPBF parts is unique to AM processes.
1.3 Ensuring Part Fidelity
Part fidelity, ensuring that the final product accurately represents the intended de-
sign, is potentially the greatest challenge to widespread implementation of LPBF-AM.
There is a great deal of concern that LPBF components will not have the same relia-
bility as traditionally manufactured components [1, 8, 9]. However, there is always a
risk, regardless of the manufacturing method, that a part is produced incorrectly. For
traditional manufacturing, there are generally accepted methods of quality control.
Often, a statistical approach to testing is taken to detect detrimental defects efficiently
and effectively. Many of the common defects in traditional manufacturing occur on
the exterior of the component so that it is easily found and corrected. The statisti-
cal approach does not work as effectively because it is significantly more difficult to
make excess components for destructive testing and the fact that so many parts are
manufactured uniquely. Additionally, the layerwise construction of the parts allows
for errors in printing to occur in the very middle of the part where they are much
more difficult to detect by simple inspection. Thin walled and filigree components are
particularly sensitive to this as much of the detail is on the interior of the part and
small errors have more significant impacts on the overall properties when there is less
material. The combination of the difficulty of detection and unpredictable impact
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makes these errors detrimental to the manufacturing process and restrictive to the
adoption of LPBF-AM as a standard manufacturing process.
Traditionally manufactured components undergo a number of inspection methods
in order to assess their quality and some of those methods can be applied to LPBF-
AM. However, some cannot. The methods that are incompatible with LPBF-AM
tend to be the destructive analysis methods. These methods seek to push a repre-
sentative sample of identical components to their physical limits by systematically
destroying them and finding their failure points. This is highly effective for mass-
produced components such as die cast or molded parts [10]. For AM, since every
part is constructed individually and the risk is largely in the variation between parts
and not in their similarities, developing a representative sample pool for destructive
testing would be impractical and the variation could be overwhelming simply due to
the natural variation between printed components. Other methods that could more
likely be helpful for LPBF-AM are some of the Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE)
techniques which seek to inspect a given part for defects. Some of these methods
include Computed Tomography (CT), UltraSound, conductivity measurements, dye
penetration and visual inspection [11]. The last two are less helpful due to their
analysis only of the surface characteristics. However, the other three offer potential
post-print analysis that can find internal defects and have been investigated. Though
effective, these inspection techniques can still be rather wasteful as the part must be
fully constructed in order to determine its quality.
Some of the other efforts to reduce the effect of part defects are the in-depth
study of the printing parameters and over-engineering, often in combination with
the ex-situ inspection [4]. Printing parameters including laser scanning speed, laser
scanning pattern, and laser intensity can be adjusted to reduce the likelihood of
certain defects. Additionally, defects can be reduced by accounting for the printing
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errors in the components by adding extra layers of support to back up in the event
of failure. This is costly, but can give enough redundancy to reduce the likelihood
that single errors will cause the part to be rejected by some other method, such as
those mentioned previously. These methods do not serve to eliminate the defects or
provide some other means of defect detection that allows the part to be corrected.
An innovative means of defect detection is to leverage the layer-wise construction
to our advantage. The idea is to observe the print while it is in progress and detect any
variations in observable parameters that may indicate a layer has been constructed
incorrectly. The goal is to observe the print in real time and have a feedback procedure
that would either terminate the print upon detection of a fatal defect or better still,
implement some corrective procedure. This is currently impossible [1]. The current
research gap is to confront and answer these barriers to enable active monitoring of
LPBF-AM.
The goal of many quality control systems which have been investigated in recent
years is to achieve real time process monitoring. The delineation between monitoring
and sensing is fine but critical. Monitoring requires that the component not only
be observed, but that an automatic assessment of part quality be made in real time
and some corrective action taken, if necessary. The challenges to real-time process
monitoring are four fold. The first challenge is that many systems require accurate
calibration measurements. This is especially a problem for the systems which attempt
to correlate the IR measurement to temperature. Other systems require less complex,
but equally limiting means of calibration such as calibrating tracking or interference
patterns. The next is the large amount of data necessary to perform many of these
predictive measures. There is a limitation to on-board storage of the sensor, data
transfer rates to the analysis software, and the time it takes for the analysis software to
appropriately process the data to extract the relevant parameter. The next challenge
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is the need for a statistical method capable of coping with the natural variability in
the data. This can increase the demand on the analysis software, but ideally the data
can be separated or the noise predicted in such a manner to allow the computer to
detect the pattern. Finally, there is no established feedback system into the printers
to perform corrective action which have been produced so-far. This is a software issue
as all of the printers are controlled from a computer, but it is a challenge that faces
a true quality control monitoring system [1].
In order to address these barriers to active monitoring of LPBF-AM, we have
developed a new method of tracking the cooling rates for thin walled structures in an
effort to detect anomalous cooling that may indicate the formation of a defect. This
processing bypasses the challenges of monitoring and presents a low computational
overhead compared to previous methods of mathematically determining the cooling
behavior. The method in question allows for rapid post processing. With some
technical modifications to the camera and advances in the data transfer capabilities,
this method could be used in real time.
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II. Background
Over the past decade interest in 3D printing has grown rapidly with good reason.
As a result, a great deal of research has been dedicated to its development and
implementation on a wider scale. The meteoric rise of the early years of additive
manufacturing have slowed largely due to quality concerns, among other reasons.
However, effective quality control can satisfy these concerns and bring this technology
further into the mainstream. Recent publications have summarized the difficulties
confronting this field and demonstrated a number of potential approaches to quality
control. To gain an understanding of the current status of the field, it helps to start
at the beginning.
2.1 LPBF Fundamentals
Laser Powder-Bed Fusion (LPBF) is a process by which a laser is used to melt
metal powder into solid metallic components. The fundamental components of the
printer are the laser and its corresponding optics, the build chamber, and the powder
feeding system which is comprised of a source vat and a spreading arm that deposits a
consistent layer of powder. These components operate together to construct printed
parts from a computer generated source file generated by slicing a solid computer
model built on another machine into printable layers. A graphic showing the general
design of the printer build chamber can be found below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The 3D printer is made up of a baseplate or buildplate, the recoating system,
and a laser for our case. The axes are typically labeled with the X direction pointing
in the direction of the recoating arm movement and the negative Z direction pointing
down into the buildplate [1].
As mentioned previously, in AM parts are constructed layer-wise. LPBF-AM
machines do this through the synchronous motion of a few components. First, there
is the build plate. This is a solid piece of metal on which the first layers are fused. The
plate acts as a mobile stage and retreats down in the Z direction by one layer height
to allow for more powder to be spread over the layer that was just printed. Next,
the spreading arm deposits a set amount of powder from the powder vat over the
build plate and previous layers. The arm then returns back to the starting position,
leaving a consistent layer thickness and then the powder is ready for the next layer
to be printed.
The process of printing each layer involves directions from the on-board computer
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and the laser-optics system which steers the laser according to this design. The on-
board computer follows the instructions based on the print file from the user, along
with a series of build parameters, guiding the laser to melt targeted locations on the
build plate using a system of optics. The speed at which the laser moves and the
intensity of the beam are user defined parameters.
In addition to what laser parameters must be used, the software controlling the
printer also intakes the part design from either a computer aided design software
or from a fundamental code describing the laser pathway. The software then slices
the design into its layer-wise 2D designs describing exactly where on each layer of
build must be hit with the laser and melted. On a smaller scale, the software also
controls the small level print design as one of its build parameters. For solid parts, it
is not advantageous to simply raster across the whole of the print area in long rows.
Instead, there are a number of small patterns which can be chosen. For example,
one common design is to use a series of small hatch patterns shown in Figure 2. The
shorter lines allow for the material to maintain at a higher temperature in the area
of print, increasing adhesion and homogeneity across the build.
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Figure 2. Printing designs such as the Hatch pattern shown here are used to achieve
more homogeneous prints by reducing the thermal stress at the joining of laser tracks.
Most AM processes involve melting a feed stock and then solidifying the liquid
phase onto a build plate. The process has been commercialized in recent years espe-
cially for polymers. These materials lend themselves to AM due to their relatively
low melting points, for thermoplastics, or the ability to polymerize during printing,
for thermosets, which can be used to achieve the liquid to solid phase transition. The
thermoplastics are polymers that can be heated to melt and then cooled back to solid
material. Themosets and some thermoplastics opt instead to polymerize from liquid
monomers as part of the printing process typically by catalyzed reaction using ultra-
violet (UV) radiation. With sufficient energetic input, metals can also be melted and
re-solidified. The processes that are capable of selivering enough energy accurately
are limited to Electron Bombardment Melting (EBM) and the aforementioned Selec-
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tive Laser Melting. However, these methods have their drawbacks and a number of
defect forming mechanisms [1].
2.2 LPBF Mechanism
The principle mechanisms involved in heating with LPBF and solidifying into
solid components are radiative transfer from the Continuous Wave (CW) laser to
the powder forming a localized heat source in the material and the related heat
transfer away from the heated area [12]. The transfer of energy into the powder
follows a Gaussian irradiance distribution of the laser (shown here is a diameter slice
of the circular profile), which results in greatest transfer and highest temperature
at the center of the beam Figure 3 and a penetration depth with decreasing energy
deposition as the beam is absorbed in the Z direction [13]. As the powder melts and
the liquid subsequently transforms into more bulk solid material the conductivity
changes from the void conductivity toward the solid material conductivity. This
conductivity dictates the long term cooling behavior. The heated zone then dissipates
the heat in the X and Y directions into the powder as well as predominantly in the Z
direction through solid connections with the underlying build material once formed.
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Figure 3. Laser energy is deposited predominantly in the center of the laser spot and
then proceeds outward and downward by thermal transport. This is a 2D cross section
of the circular laser spot. Once connection has been made with the buildplate, the
conduction in that direction dominates and cools the part [13].
At the center of the laser beam, the power deposition is high enough that the
metal is vaporized and a plasma forms on the surface. This results in the ejection
of particles and agglomerates seen as sparks leaving the print area [14]. However,
this can be minimized by tuning the laser power in combination with the laser scan
speed to ensure that sufficient energy to melt the metal powder is deposited without
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dramatic overheating [15]. The minimal energy balance allows for capillary stability
of the melt line preventing balling and lack of fusion defects [12, 13]. A graph showing
the ideal balance of speed and power is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Velocity vs. Power showing the optimal printing balance. The regions
represent various density effects. This curve does not come from Inconel 718. However,
despite differing alloys, the graph consists of the same general regions [1].
Balling defects can be seen in Figure 5. The maximum energy deposition is dic-
tated by excessive vaporization of the powder forming keyhole defects.
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Figure 5. Balling defects as shown above result from rapid laser movement that does
not allow for capillary stability of the melt track [1].
Following the irradiation of the core melt area, the surrounding powder comes into
play. The most significant heat transfer mechanism for the melted pool is through
conduction [8, 9, 13, 16]. Conduction into the surrounding powder is governed by the
conduction rate through the fluid, air or melted metal, that fills the gaps between
powder particles and initially the conduction is equal in all directions as long as there
is powder in all directions [12, 13]. In addition to the growth in the melt pool through
this mechanism, as laser power continues to couple in the expansion of the metal
vapor that forms in the melt pool also consolidates particles from the surrounding
region into the melt pool. This causes denudation, the removal of powder in the area
immediately surrounding the melt pool [14]. A general diagram of the powder and
melt pool surrounding the laser spot is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. As the laser proceeds the melt track consolidates and brings powder from the
neighboring areas into the melt pool exposing the underlying material. This is called
denudation and leads to some noise in the cooling data [13].
The omnidirectional conduction continues only until a preferable conduction path-
way is formed. This occurs in most components when the powder has been melted
down to the previous solid layer. At this point conduction in the negative Z direction
dominates. The contact width to the solid layers dictates much of the cooling behav-
ior. The conductivity of the melt approaches that of the solid metal as solidification
proceeds [12].
The solid material cools to ambient temperature through the lower print layers
into the build plate. When sufficiently far from the build plate, this conduction can be
treated as into an infinite bar in the z direction [9]. These heat transfer mechanisms
significantly impact the temperature profile and cool down rate of each part of the
printed layer as it progresses from powder to a liquid state then into a solid part.
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2.3 Defect Formation and Detection
The mechanisms for the formation of void type defects such as keyholing and lack
of fusion defects are somewhat understood and help to clarify the impact of the print
parameters on the part quality. LPBF is known primarily for the formation of these
two defect types. These both result in pores within the constructed material, but the
structure of these pores and their formation mechanics are divergent. For keyholing
defects, small voids are formed by the trapping of many small pockets of vaporized
material shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Keyhole defects are caused by overheating. Small pockets of vapor are
trapped in the melt and solidified into voids. This is typically caused by a combination
of low scanning speed and high laser energy [1].
This is supported by the correlation of keyhole defects with overheated and low
conductivity areas. The pockets in keyhole defects can be much smaller than other
void forming mechanisms and for this reason they can be the most difficult to detect.
Another form of void is lack of fusion (LOF) defects. These are formed as the
result of poor adhesion between the layers of print or print tracks. This is caused
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primarily by not enough energy being imparted on the powder. This results in either
a separation of the layers by unfused powder or a weak seam between the layers.
Either way, the residual stress of the solidification is sufficient to break this region
and cause a separation forming a void in the otherwise solid part. These voids tend
to be larger than the keyhole defects, but can still be too small for the naked eye.
Over-melting, thermal-stress deformation, and other non-void defects are found
in LPBF-AM components. However, the Keyholing and LOF defects represent two
of the most difficult to detect via existing means.
The detection and prevention of keyholing and lack of fusion defects has formed
the basis of a large area of study in recent years. Some researchers have studied of
the impact of observable, user-defined, parameters on the formation of these defects.
Others have focused on derived parameters, those which must be observed using
additional equipment. They found the defects are caused by the combination of the
laser beam power and scan speed [17]. Some of their results are shown below in
Figure 4. It shows regions where the balance of scan speed and laser power results in
different microstructures and defects. This chart can be made for any of the metal
alloys though experimentation and modeling. This method of looking at user-defined
parameters and their impact on part quality is referred to as observable parameters
due to their inherent availability without any extra equipment [10].
The other approach is to observe some signature of the print using external equip-
ment and correlate it to the part fidelity. This is called derived parameters due to
the necessity of additional equipment and the correlation of the observed parameter
to the part fidelity. This is an area of research interest as there are many potential
parameters which could be related to the part fidelity.
First, derived parameters can be observed during the print (in-situ) or after the
completion of the print (ex-situ). Some observation techniques cannot be integrated
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into the print process easily, including CT. Others, including sectioning and inspecting
via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), require that the part be destroyed after
completion. These ex-situ processes have benefit mostly in being well established
techniques used for AM and other manufacturing. The process of inspection is sim-
pler, albeit less effective than trying to observe the print in process. However, these
processes have significant limitations. The first is that they are inherently wasteful.
If a part is found to be defective, it is unlikely that it can be fixed and so the whole
part becomes scrap. Beyond that, the destructive techniques guarantee that the part
which is inspected is destroyed and in order for statistical methods to be of any use,
a substantial sample size is required to determine the norm of a part before even one
part can be produced with confidence. This is inherently counter to the customiz-
ability of AM. Destructive testing is not compatible with the AM paradigm. It is
unlikely that the ex-situ processing will present a scaleable efficient quality control
measure and so in-situ processes have dominated the edge of research.
2.4 In-Situ Diagnostics
Because of the many ways the build can be observed, in-situ diagnostic methods
are themselves a very diverse field. There are a few divisions which can illuminate
the approaches taken in recent history. Most rely on imagery of the build layers.
Infrared (IR) imagery, visible imagery, and interferrometric imagery are the main
three categories. Within each method, they can image effectively one, two, or three
dimensions.
IR imagery is commonly used for determining radiometric temperature maps be-
cause objects at typical temperatures emit in the IR. IR signatures have been corre-
lated to temperature of the pixel. This is possible due to the functional relationship
between temperature and hot body emission defined by 1.
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M =
∫ λ2
λ1
ε(T, λ)BB(T, λ)dλ (1)
This relationship is fairly simplistic except that the emissivity, which scales the
exitance based on the material properties, is not truly a constant. It is dependent
upon the material and its temperature which leads to a great deal of uncertainty in
the measure of exact temperature. Rather than calculating exact temperature, the
raw signal from the IR camera is used as an analogue for temperature and many
sensing methods have used and proved the effectiveness of using IR imagery as a
way to view relative temperature [18]. Whether using IR imagery in its raw form
or calibrating said imagery to temperature, both methods are effective at observing
thermal properties and thermal evolution of the part through the printing process.
Another option is to view the part with a visible camera. This allows visible
changes such as surface roughness, melt pool geometry and debris emission to be
tracked. Some properties like roughness are more easily observed visually rather than
thermally. These properties serve as some examples of physical properties that can
be related to part fidelity, but there are many more. Because of the simplicity of
visual image capture, perhaps the least complex approach is to look for the defects
with visual imagery as each layer is created [19].
The least common imaging method is the use of interferometric imaging to deter-
mine the exact height of each point in the melt pool as the print is being performed
[20]. The interferometric topographical image of the surface is formed by reflecting
one half of a split beam off of the surface and comparing the offset of the wave to the
other half that has a constant path. This method produces very sensitive topograph-
ical information of the melt pool and solidified surface that can indicate the print
condition. This method is especially interesting due to its high degree of sensitivity,
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but it is very limited in the types of errors which it can detect. All defects must
create or correlate to a significant change in the melt pool or the surface roughness.
Information of varying dimensionality can also be collected. Since measurements
in one and two dimensions can be combined into higher dimensions, this is not as
distinct as imagery type. The first is one dimensional or point analysis. Typically
this is performed by looking only in the immediate vicinity of the melt pool. This
is most easily achieved through coaxial imaging by using the same optics being used
to steer the laser around the print as these optics operate in the same path forward
and backwards keeping the collection method directly aligned with the laser spot as
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Coaxial imaging schematic shows the shared optics and specifically a dichroic
mirror that redirects the wavelength of interest to the imaging system while avoiding
the laser wavelength [20].
This imaging comes with the challenge of avoiding the exact wavelength of the
laser and ensuring that the optics are designed in such a way to accurately steer the
observation wavelengths in addition to the laser. This is particularly difficult if the
wavelengths are significantly different or if the optics are wavelength dependent. In
order to avoid this, some techniques instead choose to steer the collection system with
separate optics and follow the laser point. They observe many of the same properties
like melt pool temperature and shape as the co-axial setup, but encounter different
limitations and challenges. Neither method can effectively track changes over time,
but many observations like peak temperature can be made about the print at the
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moment of heating. Peak temperature has been correlated to defect production.
This method also allows for the gathering of the least amount of data that can still
provide useful indication of part quality [8, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24].
Imaging in two dimensions is the most common method used due to its simplicity,
because the observation system is set up to observe the entire area of interest and
passively collects data for the entire area during the print. However, this method
produces a great deal of extra data of areas that are not bring printed which can prove
to be a challenge in data processing. However, this method allows for the monitoring
of the entire area of the build over time which can find the changes that the single
dimensional snap shot approach cannot find [9]. It is also capable of observing all
of the same parameters as the single dimensional approach [25]. This allows for
the combination of a number of different parameters like the cooling behaviour and
peak temperature as well as the comparison of these parameters in equal conditions.
Additionally, the two dimensional methods can be simplified to single dimensions by
discarding all data except the region around the laser spot or combined into three by
stacking the observed layers.
The three dimensional approach is only achievable as an in-situ analysis by com-
bining the two dimensional images into larger structures in order to track changes
over the entirety of the build. This is especially helpful in trying to compare the
behavior of the part to computational models of what the thermal behavior should
be based upon the structure [26]. This approach is limited predominantly by its
complexity. It is computationally intensive and although the measurement is taken
in-situ, it is combined with the thermal model in post processing by necessity and
cannot be performed easily during the build. The dimensionality of the approach can
limit what can be observed and the amount of data captured on each later via this
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the sensing method; however, restricting the dimensionality dramatically reduces the
data overhead required to capture, transfer, and store the measurements.
2.5 Process Monitoring
Many approaches have attempted to answer the challenges of process monitoring
discussed in Section 1.3 but typically it becomes an issue of sacrificing one parameter
for the sake of another. One such approach is to attempt to get the most detailed
and noiseless information possible about the quality of the print and disregard the
issues of data quantity and calibration. It is possible to create an accurate computer
model and predict how a particular processing parameter such as temperature should
appear and evolve then compare this to the actual findings [9]. Even more complex
than this is to create a complete model of the component representing the part to
actively compare with the measurements of temperature [26]. These methods are
generally very computationally expensive. Additionally, they require a great deal of
information and effort before the print and the flexibility of this approach is limited.
These methods tend to use IR imagery to find exact temperature. They are founded
deep in theory and account for almost all of the noise and variation in the parts.
This allows for very accurate detection of defects, but using a lot of processing power,
making these methods most useful for ex-situ monitoring.
Another approach attempts to handle noise without implementing complex sim-
ulation or modeling, but by using machine learning algorithms to separate the noise
from the data. This is conceptually interesting because the patterns of thermal or
physical properties are often visible to a human eye, but the computer struggles to
find the same pattern by simple statistical rejection. One of the machine learning
algorithms can separate some of the regiospecificity from the data as there is a good
deal of consistent variation across the viewing area [25, 27]. This helps the patterns
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to become more visible and machine learning is effective at detecting the patterns
and separating them from the background. Additionally, given enough training data,
machine learning can be used to effectively form a predictive characteristic of a par-
ticular spatial parameter such as the melt pool geometry and effectively predict when
that parameter exceeds the acceptable bounds [22]. These methods, although highly
accurate, do not facilitate the active monitoring of the print on their own because
of the challenges in computation time and even exacerbate the challenges of data
capture and transfer.
The opposite approach has been to take the simplest measures available like peak
temperature, potentially reducing the data capture and processing expense, and in-
vestigate their applicability and sensitivity. If more complex systems can be used to
indicate the presence of a defect, can some related, simpler system detect the same
defect to a sufficient degree? This is the approach for systems that look at the peak
temperature, assuming that the lack of conduction can lead to overheating in the
material [18]. This method showed some promise being able to detect relatively large
defects. Another approach has been to connect some of these relatively simple pa-
rameters with the observable parameters mentioned in Section 2.3 such as the scan
speed and laser power [10]. These methods tend to be able to give an indication of
how likely it is that an error occurred, but not whether an error actually occurred or
where it may be located. This statistical approach is acceptable for some applications,
but not for high demand applications.
2.6 Seminal Research
A series of studies has investigated conductivity effects in fine structures. It was
found that the conduction through underlying powder is nearly equal to open air and
both are dramatically different than conduction through solid metal [8, 9, 16, 23].
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Additionally, the conduction is affected to a lesser degree by the thickness of the
fine structure beneath the surface [26]. This suggests that the conduction away from
the surface is a highly sensitive indicator of the bonding to the underlying layers, an
indication of part quality beneath the surface. Since fine structures are of particular
interest in the AM field, being able to accurately predict defects in such products be
of great benefit. However, in order to accurately detect differences in conduction as
simply as possible, a good analogue for temperature is required.
As discussed in Section 2.4, IR emissions can be calculated to temperature with
proper calibration and knowledge of surface emissivity. This implies that IR emission
intensity is correlated with temperature and could be used to detect relative differ-
ences in sub-surface conductivity. Previously, the maximum IR intensity has been
used as an analogue for relative maximum temperature with success [8, 18]. By using
this maximum temperature idea, previous studies have been able to show that areas
with more direct conduction pathways do not reach as high of maximum temperatures
shown in Figure 9. Despite this promising indication, this method lacked precision
and sensitivity. The Figure 9 was predominantly open structure with increasing num-
bers of conduction pathways.
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Figure 9. The maximum temperature was shown for a series of open geometries with
increasing numbers of conduction pathways. The sensitivity of this method was not
designed to be able to detect small sub-surface defects, but it successfully found over-
melting for overhanging structures [23].
It has been stated that the conductivity is an appropriate parameter for predicting
the part quality through intensive computational modeling [9]. This method was much
more sensitive to defects than maximum temperature shown in Figure 10, but was
computationally prohibitive. The goal for removing temperature calibration as well
as complex modeling is to bring the computational expense within a reasonable limit.
These discoveries have led to the belief that a sensitive, simple parameter can be
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detected in the form of a analogue to conductivity from the decay of the IR intensity
at each point in the build over time.
Figure 10. The conductivity term painstakingly calculated (Left) shows an indication
of the subsurface defects (located in the left cubes). Where the maximum temperature
(Right) only indicates one cube as having anomalous cooling behavior (the leftmost
bottom cube) [9].
To achieve a balance between these two methods raw measured IR signals were
used to create a relative cooling curve for each location in the build by plotting
the change in IR intensity over time. This plot is fit to a model analogous to the
equations for temperature evolution over time as a result of the typical means of
thermal transport and then the conductive component is extracted and used as an
analogue to the conductivity of the material at that point.
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III. Methodology
The goal of this research was to gather infrared imagery of each print layer
throughout the print and correlate that data to print quality. Defect layers were
included in the print file by design to have a clear indication when a parameter was
effective. Previous work indicated that estimated the conductivity by monitoring the
cool-down behavior of the surface would be possible. The data was processed with
the goal of creating a parameter map indicating part quality.
3.1 Printer Set-up
Figure 11. ConceptLaser Cusing M2 3D Printer used to produce test components.
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The printer used is a ConceptLaser type M2 cusing shown in Figure 11. The
printer is equipped with a single mode, CW Ytterbium fiber laser, operating at 1070
nm with a minimum beam diameter of 50 µm, power of 120 watts, and 280 mm/s scan
speed. The print was conducted under an inert 99.9% Argon atmosphere to prevent
the rapid, explosive oxidation of the metal powder. The metal alloy powder used in
all test prints was 10-20 mum particles of Inconel 718. This nickel superalloy is used
in many aerospace applications and is a superior welding alloy, highly conducive to
3D printing. A single pass of the laser in a circle was used to achieve the smallest
thin wall structure possible and to increase the sensitivity to skipping single layers.
It also allowed for the observation of the entire cooling behavior to the noise floor
without the reheating due to adjacent laser passes.
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3.2 IR Camera Set-up
Figure 12. FLIR SX-6901 Camera used to image test components.
The camera used to collect data was a FLIR SX-6901 mid-wave high-speed imager
with a 512x640 InSb array shown in Figure 12. The data was captured as .sfmov files
with a frame rate of 1000 Hz and an integration time of 10 µs, providing excellent time
resolution of the melt peak and enough dynamic range to view the initial peak through
the region of interest. The camera was not integrated into the printer operation,
but was triggered to start collecting imagery manually for our data collection. The
camera was triggered at the end of the powder spreading step and captured the entire
laser path and some trailing data due to the fixed capture time of ten seconds. The
integration time was set such that the peak of the melt pool was not totally saturated.
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A single integration time, ten microseconds, was used to capture the data in the region
of interest, consisting of two or three rings covering less than ten percent of the build
plate. The camera was mounted inside the outer housing of the printer but outside
the build chamber looking through an IR transparent Germanium window using a
custom built replacement for the back wall of the printer as seen in Figure 13a. There
was a 3.8-4 µm filter used to restrict the wavelength and intensity of light so that
future work could be performed if accurate temp correlation was desired.
(a) Mounting System. (b) Control Station.
Figure 13. The mount used inside of the LPBF-AM printer and computer used for
controlling the camera.
The camera was mounted on a separate stand, held in place over the view port
with some space to set the distance to the plate in the middle of the available focal
lengths. The camera was fixed at an angle and could only focus on the region of
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interest consisting of less than ten percent of the plate. However, this was not a
limitation of our data collection since it did cover the necessary portions.
The camera was connected to an external control computer and an integrated
High Speed Data Recorder (HSDR). The connections were routed within the printer
through a side access panel and the control station located next to the printer as
shown in Figure 13b.
The camera was controlled within FLIR’s ResearchIR software using the record
function connected to the HSDR. The capture was set to record for ten seconds due
to the lasing lasting approximately five seconds and the full layer deposition and
print lasting fifteen seconds. Manual recording was inefficient and about twenty five
percent of data that was not captured fully due to human error. For this reason, a
triggering mechanism that consisting of a switch actuated by the powder spreading
arm and sending a signal through the camera’s auxiliary was investigated with the
help of FLIR technical support, but was not able to be implemented in the time
available. This would reduce the human error in triggering the system at the proper
time and would improve data collection consistency. During the print, the data is
quickly transferred from the camera to the HSDR via a high speed coaxial cable.
Following the print, the data is then transferred to the computer from the camera
via a slower Ethernet cable. The data can then be transferred onto an external hard
drive for transport or processed on the machine.
3.3 Print Design
The print was designed as two thin walled, about 180 µm ,rings twenty-five mil-
limeters in diameter. In order to induce a detectable defect, the print was designed
with portions of the thin walls skipped for multiple layers before resuming continuous
layers as normal. The intention was to induce a powder separation in those regions
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that would show a detectable difference in cool down behavior. The four quarters
of the ring had slightly different build instructions. The first hundred layers were
built as solid rings in an effort to move the target area away from the build plate and
induce consistent conduction.
Following the pre-defect layers, the defect print pattern began. The pattern con-
sisted of a section of skipped layers followed by solid layers making up twenty-five
total layers per defect cycle. The four quadrants of each ring were printed with dif-
ferent numbers of skipped layers. One ring was printed with zero, one, two and three
skipped layers. The other ring was printed with zero, two, four and six skipped layers.
The design is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14. The entire print design for the first print (a) is shown with the hundred
pre-defect layers and the defect design of 6 defect layers (shown in red) followed by 19
solid layers for each defect cycle (b) the pattern for the double skip tube.
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3.4 Data Processing
The large imagery data files were transferred to a larger computer with more RAM
for processing. The data was read into MATLAB R2017b where the raw .sfmov
files were converted into MATLAB matrices. At this point, videos were produced
from the matrices that still had accurate temporal data to visually confirm some
critical areas of the print and ensure that the print matched the prescribed design.
The code to convert the files to .mat also compressed them by setting to zero all
of the matrix values determined to be at or below the noise floor and eliminating
all zeroed values then collapsing the matrix. The noise floor was set to cut off data
just above the average of the bottom twenty percent of pixel values, at just below
one-thousand counts. This was determined to be appropriate because there was only
a small percentage of pixels which captured higher temperature pixels. This removed
the temporal relationship between neighboring pixels, but maintained the temporal
order of the frames above the noise floor for each pixel independently. This produced
3D (spatial, spatial, temporal) data cubes that were then processed at each spatial
pixel as two dimensional plots of time (t) versus the IR camera output intensity (I)
in counts. These plots were then fit to a model for the cooling rate which was based
upon the three heat transfer mechanisms (conduction 1st term, radiation 2nd term,
convection 3rd term). The model is shown in Equation 2.
I = A ∗ e−k∗t + C ∗ t−D + E (2)
This model was fit to the data at each pixel via a least squares fit regression using
the lsqcurvefit MATLAB function. This function produces the regression information
including the mean squared error and Jacobian matrix, as well as the final values for
the constants in the functional model. As will be shown later, the conduction and
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cool-down rate is an indicator of part fidelity and so the k value (designed to be an
analog for conductivity) was analysed to determine if there was a pattern in the data
which matched the designed defect pattern from Section 3.3.
To reduce the noise, one step was to plot the Z scores of the k-values. Z scores
are a measure of the deviation of the value from the mean. This is often used to
determine if points are substantially different from the general population of data like
outliers. This was calculated by 3.
Z =
X − µ
σ
(3)
This value indicates the separation from the mean in terms of the standard devia-
tion and reduced the range of values so that they could be more easily visualised with
a single color bar. Additionally, the Z score helps to quantitatively determine which
points belong in the data and which are noise. The separation and noise identification
makes any pattern more apparent with the help of Z scores.
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IV. Results and Discussion
Clear four quadrant gradation matching the designed defects was observed through
the cool-down rates from the IR imagery. This indicates that the model fit parameters
which we observed accurately detect changes in the conductivity of the material. This
was found in both prints. Two prints were performed with the same parameters and
different designs. The first print consisted of two tubes printed and the second was
three tubes. Code was completed to analyze both prints following the first print. A
number of difficulties were encountered, including errors in the printing process and
challenges in reducing noise, which initially obscured the defects. However, through
data processing and noise reduction, the defects emerged from the data.
4.1 Separation from the Build-Plate
In order to get more consistent conduction described in the last chapter, solid
layers were printed before the defect pattern. The leveling off of the conduction was
verified by plotting the conduction as a function of layer height for the pre-defect
layers and a consistent trend was found shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. The distance from the build plate had a consistent effect which leveled off
prior to the defect pattern.
Figure 15 empirically supports the common practice of building extra layers before
printing the intended design. The consistency of the conduction after these extra
layers makes the finished part more homogeneous. This helps avoid defect formation.
Additionally, the detection of the expected change in conduction through the k-value
further validates the use of this variable as an analogue for conduction.
4.2 Errors in Printing and Data Collection
The goal for the print was to skip enough layers to induce a region of unmelted
powder that would remain as a void in the part after a solid layer was printed on top
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of it. However, the design used for the first print did not achieve the desired result
in the part. The amount of over-melting was severely underestimated. The unmelted
powder completely fused by the solid printed layers above the defect resulting only
in a variation in thickness at the location of the defect, rather than a void. This is
shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16. Shape of the resultant defect produced by the over-melting and resealing of
the unmelted powder.
The reduction in thickness beneath the surface does reduce the conduction [26].
However, the reduction is much less than would be expected if a void had been
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produced. Despite the fact that the conduction was not impacted as significantly
as designed, the reduction was still sufficient to be detected. This highlighted the
sensitivity of the method.
In the first printing, an error occurred that caused a whole ring to be printed in-
stead of the defect that was intended for that layer. The error occurred unpredictably.
The intended defect pattern in shown in Figure 17a.
(a) Intended defect pattern. (b) True defect pattern.
Figure 17. Intended versus true defect pattern for the double skip ring.
However, due to this error, the pattern changed between each layer with various
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effects on the overall defect structure based on where in the print was skipped. An
example of how the defect prints changed is shown in Figure 17b.
There were some locations where the error effectively removed the defect and
some where it was relatively inconsequential. Additionally, there were challenges in
capturing the data in its entirety. Because the camera was being triggered manually,
a number of the layers were triggered too late, without enough time before the print
began. This resulted in losing some or all of the layer’s data. More data was lost
throughout the print likely due to user fatigue, but enough layers were fully or mostly
captured to get a clear picture of the trends and all defect patterns were captured
within one to three layers before and after the print. The effect of missing the layer
immediately following a set of defects is a greatly reduced defect pattern signature.
Within two layers, the presence of defects is nearly invisible due to the minor effect
that the defects generated had on the conductivity and the resealing of the gap.
For this reason a second print was performed with the goal of skipping enough
layers to ensure that there was separation between printed solid parts. This was
done by increasing the number of layers skipped to a maximum of forty five layers
and was successful in producing separation. However, the separation around most of
the ring causes the structural integrity of the part was compromised. This resulted
in the sweep arm breaking two of the printed tubes where sections were skipping
more than fifteen layers. This made the data in these rings relatively unusable. The
most interesting section in this print was the one that skipped five layers at a time.
This print was not destroyed by the sweep arm, and the separation produced large
differences in conductivity.
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4.3 Processing IR Data and Results
The cool-down curves collected from the IR imagery were fit to a simplified heat
transfer model equation 2 from Section 3.4. From the Jacobian, each variable in this
model was analyzed for independence using a correlation matrix shown in Table 1.
Large values for the correlation matrix indicate that the variables corresponding to
that cell are dependent upon one another. Values closer to zero indicate that the two
variables corresponding to that cell are independent. Additionally, negative terms
indicate an inverse correlation while positive indicate direct correlation.
A k C D E
A 1 - - -
k 5.70E+00 1 - -
C 4.21E-01 9.64E-02 1 - -
D -1.65E+03 -2.46E+02 -2.53E+03 1 -
E -1.35E-01 -4.96E-02 -5.23E-01 1.98E-04 1
Table 1. Correlation Matrix for Variables in Model
The correlation matrix indicates that the D term may be superfluous due to the
values in the D cells being multiple orders of magnitude larger, but all other factors
are necessary and independent. This suggests that the D term is dependent upon the
other terms and could be removed with little effect on the overall model. The term
was removed and the reduced model fit acceptably, but not well, as shown in Figure
18. For the reduced model, with the radiative term excluded, the data also became
more difficult to analyze due to less relative variation in the k-value. For this reason,
analysis was performed on the full model.
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Figure 18. The fit of the model without the radiative term was acceptable, but not as
good of a fit as the full model shown below.
This fit to this model was performed for each spatial location in the print contain-
ing more than twenty-five intensity measurements above the noise in order to reduce
analysis of sparks flying across the screen and other short duration events. The curves
fit the non-noise data with low residuals and events such as sparks landing in the pow-
der within frame were fit with highly divergent parameters. An example of these fits
can be seen in Figure 19a for a solid region of the print, Figure 19b for the average
fit of a large number of data points, Figure 20a for a data point on the edge of the
print where the cooling suffers from a denudation effect, and Figure 20b for a spark
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that fell within the viewing area. For all of the graphs, the time axis was calculated
from the frame rate and is measured in seconds. Additionally, the values below the
noise floor (average bottom 20%) were eliminated by the compression algorithm.
(a) A good print location identified from the center of the wall is plot with its fit curve showing the
dominant cooling equation term dictating each portion of the graph.
(b) Likely good print locations that passed the noise elimination with a curve defined by their average
parameters showing the variety of normal print locations with differing initial values and even some
reheating effects.
Figure 19. Overall Model Fit
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(a) Edge location with its fit curve. The instability and fleeting nature of this data point is likely
due to the denudation effect caused by the vaporization of metal and small air currents that result.
(b) Spark location and its fit curve. The identity of this point was separately confirmed by inspection
of the video and its intense but fleeting nature is characteristic of sparks.
Figure 20. Model Fit to Bad Data
All the model fitting parameters were evaluated as potential defect indicator pa-
rameters. The k-values of the fits (exponential decay constant) were analyzed in
depth due to their expected similarity to conductivity. The first step was to create
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an image of the k-values for each layer prior to and following the printing defect.
This approach was relatively ineffective because the random variation obscured the
difference in k-values for the different defect regions. One of the initial images can be
seen in Figure 21.
Figure 21. Image of the k-values immediately following a defect print before any noise
reduction or Z-Calculation
Since the defect design pattern was not clearly visible, the first approach taken
to reveal it was to separate the print into the known print quarters and attempt to
determine if, despite the challenges of perceiving the variation visually, there was a
variation that could be statistically determined. This approach employed the use of
analysis of variance (anova) to determine if the populations were statistically different.
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The goal was to observe a consistent trend (expected decrease counter-clockwise from
the bottom) in the adjacent quarter’s average k-values that matched the increasing
skipping of layers. Anova plots from each quarter showed a statistically significant
variation between them, but no consistent trend that matched the build pattern.
This approach produced a plot of the mean k-values with ninety-five percent
confidence bars in order to visually determine any trend or separation, as seen in
Figure 22. The goal was to see a consistent variation in the quarters values with
distinct populations.
Figure 22. The average values of k for the quarters labeled on the Y axis with 95%
confidence intervals. If there is an overlap between the selected quarter (in blue) and
a given quarter, it is shown in grey. If not, it is red.
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There were unique populations in the data as shown by the blue (separate by at
least ninety five percent) versus grey (not separate by at least ninety five percent)
with respect to the red section. The values were distributed around the ring but
not related to the underlying pattern. This indicated that the distribution of the
noise was inducing more consistent variation than the underlying defect pattern in
this analysis. This approach was abandoned in favor of analyzing the entire frame of
k-values, without separating it into defect quarters.
Statistically significant variation shown in Figure 22 in the quarter k-values was
found even in the pre-defect layers. This indicated that the variation was likely
inconsistent around the ring, but that inconsistency was consistent across layers. In
order to reduce this variation, the data was normalized by the average values for each
part of the print from the later pre-defect layers as there was no impact of the defect
patterning for those layers. This approach successfully brought the data into a more
homogeneous, overlapping confidence interval, population seen in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. The normalized quarter averages based on the pre-defect layers. There is no
visible pattern due to the variation in the data. Again, if there is an overlap between
the selected quarter (in blue) and a given quarter, it is shown in grey. If not, it is red.
However, when the quarters with skipped layers were analyzed with this nor-
malization, there was no consistent trend in the k-values and the variation between
regions with different numbers of skipped layers was significantly less than the vari-
ation within each population of the same number of skipped layers. Additional at-
tempts at reducing the noise by normalizing by the initial peak value and removing
extreme k-values were performed, since there was no success in detecting the pattern
via normalization.
Following these more computationally based approaches comparing quarters to
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one another, a plot of the k-values for the entire print layer was again produced. At
this point, the extreme variation in k-values between edge or spark pixels (upwards of
10,000) and normal print locations (approximately 150) was investigated to determine
if there was a logical means of rejecting the extreme k-values. First, the k-values were
given an upper bound of 400 in the fitting routine. This restriction limited the
variation of values displayed in the plot to better show the fine variation between
different defect quarters. Images before and after the limitation on the k-value are
shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 respectively. It did not yet elucidate the pattern
but there is an improvement in the visualization of the data.
Figure 24. The pattern does not match the defect pattern and could not be elucidated
due to the insurmountable variation in k-values.
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Figure 25. The pattern, although not immediately visible, was able to be elucidated
by later data processing.
After the restriction in k-value, in order to logically separate the extreme data
(non-print k-values) from the true data for print areas, Z score, the deviation from
the mean in terms of standard deviations, was calculated as shown in Section 3.4 by
the Equation 3. This Z score was then plotted and a more clearly visible variation
could be seen in the true data under the noise after the values were normalized to
the standard deviation seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. The values of the Z score calculated from the population of k-values for a
layer immediately following a correctly printed defect set for the double skip ring on
the bottom.
However, the extreme noise variation still obscured the variation due to defects
between quarters and so cutoffs were set at a Z score of one and two standard de-
viations. The plot removing data outside one standard deviation was ineffective as
shown in Figure 27. The image had many good data points removed. So, although
an apparent pattern was visible, this pattern indicates the opposite of the expected
trend.
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Figure 27. This figure shows only the points within one standard deviation of the
mean k-values. As such, there were many points removed that were part of the normal
variation. This made it difficult to observe the pattern.
So then a Z score of 2 was chosen. This removed only the k-values which were
ninety seven percent or more likely to exist outside of the normally distributed data.
The result, shown in 28 clearly shows a variation around the ring that matches the
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expected trend of higher conduction near the solid portion and lower conduction
proceeding around the ring as more underlying layers are skipped.
Figure 28. In the lower circle the defect print design can be seen as the gradient around
the ring counter clockwise starting and ending at the lowest point in the circle. This
is an image of the Z scores calculated from the k-values.
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The pattern around the ring was more easily observed for the second print after
enough layers to achieve layer separation. As discussed, the Z score was calculated
and limited to plus and minus two, equivalent to 96% of the Gaussian probability
density shown in Figure 29.
Figure 29. Z scores calculated from k-values for a post defect layer were used to reject
all points more than 96% likely to fall outside of the normally distributed population.
The mean of the k-values was found to be about 153 (1/s) for the chosen data set and
the standard deviation approximately 89 (1/s) this data was captured of a print layer
after a defect. This resulted in a cutoff that removed the large collection of values near
400 and gave a more normally distributed data set with an average near 116 (1/s).
After the noise pixels were eliminated, the average values and deviation for all
of the parameters changed in addition to that of the k-value. The change to the
variables can be seen in 2. The values were taken of a layer following a print defect.
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Avg w/o Removal Avg w/Removal
A 2728 ± 1605 2975 ± 1583
k 153 ± 89 116 ± 51
C 346 ± 188 331 ± 177
D .386 ± .267 .416 ± .281
E 152 ± 277 158 ± 284
Table 2. Average and standard deviation values for all the model variables before and
after the Z score elimination. This data is of a layer immediately following a print
defect.
Additionally, the noise was much higher for the second print and the regions where
the printer is printing directly onto unmelted powder tend to have much higher rates
of spatter and denudation effects. The pattern is shown in Figure 30. The ring in
the bottom left is the ring of interest because it produced a solid geometry with
separation at the defect layers.
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Figure 30. Z scores calculated from k-values for a post defect layer in the bottom left
ring for the 0/5/10/15 pattern moving counter clockwise around the ring from the
bottom.
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Figure 31. The k-value for a pixel was tracked in the layers during and after a defect
print. This shows the zero values for the layers where nothing was printed. After the
defect, the k-value steadily increases till it reaches nominal cooling behavior.
The observed decrease in k-value returns to nominal as the subsequent layers are
printed above the defect shown in Figure 31. For the most distinct pattern (lower
left ring) in Figure 30, the pattern disappears, even with noise reduction, after about
twenty layers. The pattern eventually returns to mostly nominally equal cooling
around the ring, as seen in Figure 32. This is a much greater persistence than the
prints with fewer skipped layers which persisted only for a couple of layers. This is
likely due to achieving true separation, since in the first print’s first non-defect layer
melted and fused all the skipped layers to the solid underneath.
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Figure 32. Z scores calculated from k-values for a post defect layer after twenty layers
have been printed above the lower left hand circle. This shows that the cooling becomes
nominally equal around the ring before the next print starts.
4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
4.4.1 Preparation
In order to better understand the kind of defects that the k-value change can
detect, the samples from the first print (one to six skipped layers) were prepared
for inspection using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM is the process of
restoring the sample with a focused beam of electrons and collecting the scattered
electrons from the sample to generate an image. This provides high resolution imagery
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on the micrometer scale. The printed rings were sectioned within each defect quadrant
and mounting using metal coils that held the sample in place while it was mounted
in a thermoset plastic puck. The puck is then easier to secure while the cut edge is
ground and polished. The thermoset provides the black background in the images.
The grey material is the printed metal and the subject of interest in the images.
4.4.2 Findings
Some degree of unmelted or undermelted powder leading to a void at the location
of the defect layers was expected. Instead of the expected gap, we found the shape
in Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Defects produced by skipping pattern were periodic thinning and bulges
instead of voids. The normal thickness of the wall was found to be about 180 µm.
A slimmer portion of wall followed by a bulge was found at the location of each
defect. The location of each defect was determined from the SEM imagery. The
distance between the bulges was measured and it was found to match the number of
layers (nineteen for this image) and the 30 µm layer height, as shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Spacing of defects matches the calculated 19 layers with 30 µm layer thick-
ness.
Reduction of wall thickness does decrease the conductivity to the build plate [26].
However, this effect is significantly less than the effect of a void at the same location
because the conductivity of the unmelted powder is approximately equivalent to open
air. This demonstrates the sensitivity of this method. If it is capable of detecting a
change in wall thickness of about twenty five percent, then it would be expected to
be capable of detecting more significant reductions in conductivity due to underlying
voids. Additionally, this sensitivity indicates that this method may be able to detect
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the true wild type defects which have smaller impacts on wall conductivity than a
full void.
The cause of this defect structure instead of true voids is suggested by some
previous work manufacturing fine holes in LPBF manufactured parts [2, 4]. When
small holes (consisting of five to about thirty five layers) were printed, the laser tracks
printed above the hole over-melted and resealed the hole or created an incorrect,
compressed geometry. The laser is designed to melt beyond the surface layer of
powder in order to induce better cohesion between layers. However, when building
thin walled structures over powder, it may become necessary to either decrease the
laser power or to engineer with the over-melting in mind. The lack of true voids in
our defects was unexpected, but increased confidence in the sensitivity of our model.
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V. Conclusions
The goal of this research was to develop an in-situ monitoring process for LPBF-
AM processes. To that end, an approach using active collection of IR emission for
each laser pass and its respective cool down was developed and tested. The system
detected the reduced cooling rate for programmed anomalous print behavior used as
an analogue to printing errors. The part geometry tested was representative of a
thin walled structure. For these geometries, the system was capable of detecting the
changed conductivity for all of the programmed layer skip defects.
5.1 Trend in Conductivity
Layer skip defects do not represent the common defect structures such as keyhole
defects, lack of fusion defects or other pores. Instead, they more accurately resemble
the effect of printing a small hole which is over melted and resealed by the layers
above, an effect that has been investigated in prior research [4]. This defect often
presents as a bulb of thicker material and a thinner connection where it has been
fused to the layers below incompletely. This means that the conduction pathway is
restricted, but not cut off. So the effects on conduction are less pronounced. Due
to the thermal resistance of voids, it can be expected that any observed effect on
the conduction would only be more pronounced for voids formed by lack of fusion or
keyhole defects than for minor variations in wall thickness.
Despite the unnatural defect generation, there is a marked trend in the k-values
around the defect print that indicates the change in conductive behavior as seen in
Figure 35. The trend around the ring matches the expected reduction in conduction
as a greater number of layers were skipped.
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Figure 35. The trend in the Z-values that matches the pattern of defect print on the
lower ring. The upper ring is separated from its much smaller defect design by a
number of layers so its pattern is not visible.
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This method makes a significant step toward actively monitoring the print, but
does not represent a complete monitoring system in and of itself. As discussed pre-
viously in Section 2.5, active monitoring requires that the system be able to make
adjustments to the print in real time. The hindrances of calibration, data volume,
noise, and printer integration still apply, but this approach is simpler to process and
the infrastructure exists to actively sense the field of view of the print area. This
method advanced the field by addressing the limitations by avoiding calibration and
reducing noise. Data transfer and processing can be performed rapidly with future
system design and optimization. All that remains to use this system for monitoring
instead of simply sensing is to establish correction criteria to integrate into the print-
ing process. However, these will be built over time by experience and experimentation
as the exact signature of different defect types are identified in terms of the k-value.
5.2 Limitations
In order to assess the k-value as a potential indicator of part quality, a number of
steps were taken to increase the ability of detecting any correlation. The most natural
experiment would be to look for potential defects with this approach and later sec-
tion the part to determine if regions of anomalous cooling or k-value correlate with
real physical defects. This would be the most complete determination of whether
or not the parameter accurately detects defects. However, sectioning the final print
and grinding to the exact layer containing a potential random defect would be very
difficult. The parameter was investigated first to determine if it was an appropriate
analogue for conduction and if it was indicative of a print defect. Synthetic condi-
tions were chosen to create print defects at known locations increasing the chance
of detecting variation in conductivity between induced defects and non-defect areas.
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Then choices were made to evaluate the basic viability of this method. This helped
defects to be easily found but limited the scope of our results.
The defect design was described in Section 3.3. Because the design defects were
large to make them easily defined and not designed to be random or naturally occur-
ring, this work did not evaluate the spacial resolution of the technique or the minimum
detectable defect size. The resolution is fundamentally limited by the camera viewing
angle and pixel resolution which was about 240 µm. If the defect is smaller than a
pixel, its exact location will be unknown and it could even be obscured by the good
print locations within the same pixel. The only indication of sensitivity determined
here is that the method was able to detect the reduction in conduction pathway,
wall thickness, produced by the design defects. However, this does not indicate the
detection limits of this method to small defects.
Another limitation of our investigation was the printing of thin walled structures
only. This is not a critical limitation, as thin structures are common in AM parts.
The primary reason our investigation was limited to these structures was to magnify
small differences in conduction pathways from the surface. Additionally, it is more
difficult to observe the entire cooling process when a part is being constructed in bulk
due to the repeated reheating of the scanning pattern. This decreases the amount of
data to be separated, and so thin walled, single pass structures were chosen for this
proof of concept.
We also limited our scope to appropriately scale our research goals. The greater
research question is whether an active monitoring system for LPBF-AM is achievable,
and if so, what is the best approach. Many approaches have been tried. Our goal
was to propose and perform initial tests on an intermediate complexity parameter,
between maximum temperature and precise conduction, that could potentially be
utilized to detect print defects. Because of this, the processing and analysis was
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all done after the print. There are a number of challenges, specifically data volume
and printer integration, to active monitoring that we have not attempted to address.
The necessity of post-processing is largely due to the data transfer from camera, to
controlling computer, and finally to the analysis computer. This limited the scope of
the capabilities we have tested with the system.
The next challenge was the wide range of deviation in the normal cool-down be-
havior. The standard deviation seen in normal good prints was so high, the variation
due to the defects was more difficult to see. After removing extreme data values,
the standard deviation of remaining data was reduced enough to detect the induced
defects. However, the source of the extreme deviation could not be completely at-
tributed to sources in the measurement or printing. As a result, they may or may
not be consistent if replicated elsewhere. This is why rather than attempting to find
the source of the deviation, the decision was made to account for it computation-
ally through the Z score and view the data in such a manner that it would be seen
through. This deviation will need to be better characterized in order to develop more
automatic monitoring; however, that is beyond the scope of our research goals.
5.3 Advantages
There are a number of advantages of this system over previous sensing methods.
Two of the benefits are the flexibility and simplicity of this method.
One such advantage is that this method is independent of knowledge of the ma-
terial being printed and does not need to be altered for differing alloys that could be
used in LPBF. This is advantage becomes more significant as the field of available
alloys is expanding rapidly and already is very diverse. In order to use some of the
more complex monitoring methods previously investigated by others, it would be nec-
essary to conduct significant material testing or obtain detailed material properties on
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new alloys. For example, methods that attempt to correlate IR emission to absolute
temperature require knowledge of the material’s emissivity over the relevant range of
temperatures and wavelengths.
Another advantage is that, imaging the relative value at each layer does not require
any knowledge of the laser path as long as the part is in the field of view or a
computational thermal model of the part to compare to calculated values. This
increases the flexibility of this method and would ideally allow the analysis to be
general enough that it could be used on any print geometry. The current analysis
could be performed on any thin walled component similar to those discussed here
without prior knowledge of the specific design or shape.
The final benefit was not realized in this work. However, the IR imagery is cap-
tured in real time and the analysis is designed to be simplistic enough that the the
data processing could potentially be conducted within the time for the printer to
reset for the next print layer. The largest barrier to real time sensing currently is
data transfer. The existing data transfer mechanisms available with the camera and
control computer are not capable of transferring the data collected to allow real-time
analysis. However, should this problem be resolved,perhaps through on camera pro-
cessing or faster data communications, this method of data collection and processing
is rapid enough to achieve active sensing.
5.4 Intermediate Findings
In the process of developing the monitoring method discussed above, observations
were made which reinforced the usefulness of this method and a key assumption in
the field. The quantification of the reduction in conduction as distance from the
build plate increased shown in Figure 15. This reduction has been widely assumed
and has led to the common practice of adding additional layers to the beginning of
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prints that are later removed, but the reduction date and necessary number of layers
is not commonly reported. The trend is graphically shown in the change in average
conduction constant as a function of build height in Figure 15. The conduction
constant decreases linearly before leveling off after approximately 50 layers at a 10%
decrease. There is general agreement that conduction decreases with distance from
the build plate till it reaches a steady state. The conduction parameter developed
here also follows this trend and supports the theory that the k-value is an appropriate
analogue for the conduction in a sample.
5.5 Future Work
Future investigations inspired by this research in LPBF AM are broken into a few
categories. Detailed analysis of the k-value’s model and effectiveness must be com-
pleted to ensure that this term is as powerful as early indications show. Additionally,
there are many obstacles impeding its application, so research to improve the appa-
ratus as a whole is necessary. Finally, during this project a number of interesting
trends emerged which would could be investigated with additional prints.
It would be highly beneficial to calculate the k-value alongside some of the more
complex conduction models such as those used by Krauss [9]. Alternatively, an even
simpler approach could be explored such as performing a two point analysis of the
initial intensity to the intensity after a characteristic time. Another approach would
be to improve the existing model and method.
The modelling equation should be further improved and iterated. The model was
constructed to represent the three distinct regions visible in the cooling curve. These
are broken into a rapid decrease followed by a transition period to a slow decrease.
Each region is closely linked to a term in the modeling equation. However, the equa-
tion is made of approximations of the heat transfer equations. Further modifications
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and adaptations of this model can make these approximations more realistic. For ex-
ample, it seems that the radiative term could be better described since the D term has
a strong correlation to the other constants. Also, there may be alternate functional
forms which would not over-complicate the model. The model used was effective and
could serve as a basis for further investigation.
As previously discussed, this approach is not yet an active monitoring method.
More work needs to be done to integrate the calculations into the camera, provide
a usable output, and further automate the system. This could be approached by
either improving the software, hardware, or data transfer mechanism. Regardless of
how they are approached, these steps are not trivial, but realistically possible due
to the relative simplicity of the calculations being performed. Additionally, decisions
must be made as to how the output will be used. It must be decided how much
human oversight to provide, the level of confidence in the method, and any redundant
inspection that may be incorporated.
This method should be investigated in conjunction with other means of quality
control. Having redundant layers of inspection can increase the sensitivity or cover
different defect scenarios. It is in the best interest of LPBF-AM as a field to present
and investigate as many NDE techniques as possible to give the greatest diversity of
options to the customer. With more options, the technique can be tailored to the
situation and levels of confidence can be established. Through the improvement of the
model and system, this method can potentially provide confidence in the quality of
LPBF-AM components, perhaps rising to the level of other traditionally manufactured
parts.
Utilizing further prints, the investigation of the k-value must be expanded beyond
one alloy and a couple of designs. The reproducability and consistency of the param-
eter must be investigated in different geometries and materials. Thick components
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provide many challenges such as redundant cooling pathways, rapid reheating of the
print through the hatch pattern, and larger relevant data volumes. Currently, the pa-
rameter is highly effective in thin walled structures partially due to the geometry. For
these reasons, there should be subsequent investigations as to whether the usefulness
of this parameter is limited or more broadly applicable.
A number of research gaps presented themselves in the process of developing the k-
value parameter that were unrelated to the particular development of this system, but
represent potential areas of future research and prints. One such area is an expansion
of the quantitative analysis of the effect on conduction of distance from the build
plate performed in this study to include more alloys and build parameters. This
would allow for a clear understanding of how the distance from the plate impacts
the build and help prescribe how many extra layers are required to reduce waste.
Another area of interest is a detailed investigation of the overmelting behavior of the
chosen laser parameters. If, when designing a part, the technician understood exactly
under what conditions and how deep the laser would overmelt then the part could
be engineered to produce a more correct geometry. These areas are critical to LPBF
AM but are not directly connected to the further investigation of k-value.
Finally, in future prints, an in-depth analysis of the k-value’s ability to detect
various forms of naturally occurring defects must be performed. This should include
random induction of defects by detuning the laser scan speed and power for the pur-
pose of producing keyhole and lack of fusion defects to determine statistical capability
and the sensitivity of this method. The other necessary step to bring the k-value closer
to reality would be to apply the test to bulk structures and more complex printing
geometries. The simplistic approach was appropriate for a proof of concept, but does
not represent realistic printing scenarios.
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5.6 Contributions
The decrease in measured k-value around the printed ring, in combination indicate
that the k-value serves as an effective indicator of the conduction from the surface for
a given point. Conduction is known to be effected by the presence of underlying voids
[9]. The effectiveness and sensitivity of this approach, combined with the simplicity
of calculation makes this conductive term a promising thermal parameter to observe
as a means of monitoring underlying part quality. Additionally, the simplicity and
sensitivity make this sensing method a viable part of an active monitoring system for
LPBF AM.
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